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This Calder Sky
‘What we want to do is keep it simple enough for people to really understand,’ says skills minister Gillian Keegan ...
Holidaymakers left in dark over international travel rules
HOLIDAYS have become fraught with uncertainty amid the ever-changing traffic light list. However, travel expert Simon Calder has revealed one destination Britons can jet off to where there is "no ...
Holidays: Simon Calder recommends 'super green' destination - 'no testing or quarantine'
Leading travel journalist Simon Calder joins the podcast to try to explain what the government’s doing with international travel, as the UK opens up its borders but other countries keep theirs all but ...
Simon Calder on what’s really happening with international travel
Exclusive: ‘UK border measures do not even effectively mitigate public health risks,’ says Professor Kelley Lee ...
‘A big chaotic policy mess’: borders expert rails against UK travel rules
The government has scrapped plans for an “amber watchlist” category of countries under UK international travel rules. Ministers had been considering the new category for countries at risk of being ...
Travel UK news - live: Amber watchlist scrapped as government set to ditch red list rules for airport hubs
TURKEY and Dubai holidays could return if travel expert Simon Calder's amber plus list predictions are correct. What does this mean for travel?
Turkey & Dubai travel could return - amber plus may act as red list 'halfway house'
Thanks to Acute Art, you can see what it'd be like to have BMW's Art Cars in your home, in your driveway, or on vacation with you.
Augmented Reality App Lets You Play With BMW's Art Cars
The Balearic Islands could be a “cause for concern” while Italy could be the next destination put on the amber plus list, it has been warned. The Independent’s travel editor Simon Calder said he ...
Balearics cause for concern and Italy could be next on amber plus list, expert warns
Mention Northern Ireland to a British politician and he or she will edge towards the door. With some notable exceptions ...
The Northern Ireland Protocol was only ever a placeholder to get Brexit over the line - now the real work begins
Travellers need 'certainty' and have 'no confidence' in how red, amber and green countries are decided by the government, they said. Pictured: Heathrow last weekend.
Britain's 'confusing' traffic light travel system is a 'complete mess' and must be scrapped, experts warn, as holiday makers face chaos amid new rules for France, Italy and Spain
The Victorian government has plunged another $2.5b into major works concentrated in Melbourne’s east and south-east, including sky rail-style rail bridges at several locations.
Big Build swells: Andrews adds $2.5b, five new stations and 10 level crossing removals
Three new sections of “sky rail” are set to be built across Melbourne to get rid of 10 level crossings — including a 2km structure across two bayside suburbs.
Construction blitz to remove 10 level crossings, including a new stretch of ‘sky rail’
Send in your best 'staycation' images for the chance one of five fantastic UK breaks up to the value of £2.500 and a GoPro bundle ...
Win one of five fantastic UK breaks
Hope is now on the horizon for fully vaccinated people travelling from the EU and the US, with reports of plans for quarantine-free travel to the UK from August 16. So when is the next review due and ...
UK travel: When is the next green list review and what can we expect?
Holidays to Mallorca, Menorca, Ibiza and Formentera are also possible amber list candidates due to the number of positive cases in the region.
TUI, Jet2, easyJet, Ryanair: The green list countries that could soon be moved to amber
Currently, people who have been fully vaccinated in the UK do not have to quarantine when travelling from the US and EU, apart from France, because those places are on the amber l ...
Covid travel: Fully jabbed from EU and US could avoid quarantine
Fully-vaccinated travelers from the EU and US may soon enter the UK without having to isolate as the UK abolished quarantine restrictions.
UK Abolishes Quarantine for EU, US Travelers as of August 2
Fully vaccinated travelers from the United States and European Union are to be welcomed back to England following a change to the COVID-19 quarantine rules announced by the United Kingdom government ...
UK changes border rules for travelers from US, EU
Adam Fox was one of the best defenseman in the NHL this season, and was the best Ranger by a mile After an unexpected emergence as the most complete player on New York’s blue line as a rookie, Adam ...
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